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Summary

1. Individual specialization along one or more niche axes is now recognized as an integral and ubiquitous aspect

of populations. A major challenge, however, is quantifying the level of specialization using robust metrics that

are applicable across species and ecosystems. Measuring stable-isotope values in multiple tissues with different

isotopic turnover rates could be onemechanism for quantifying specialization.

2. We used simulation studies of stable-isotope values to investigate how the recently proposed relative index of

specialization varies in relation to variance in prey isotope values, diet–tissue discrimination factors, specialist

group size and tissue half-life, and applied specialization metrics to two systems –Australian freshwater fish and

marine birds in the CanadianArctic.

3. In all simulations, populations comprised entirely of generalists were easily separated from those with even

small amounts (5%) of individual specialization. In some cases, however, specialization measured using isotope

values with bimodal distributions may appear similar to those with univariate distributions, but this can be

detected by examining the original data. All fish and bird species examined showed varying degrees of individual

specialization.

4. Analysing stable isotopes in multiple tissues can provide a useful index of the degree of specialization within a

population that can be compared to the samemetric measured in other groups or species.

Key-words: FoodWebs, individual specialization, Mitchell River, Northwater Polynya, simula-

tion study, stable isotopes

Introduction

Individual specialization, or the residual variation in a popula-

tion’s niche after accounting for age, sex or morphotype, has

consequences for species’ survival and evolution (Bolnick et al.

2003; Ara�ujo, Bolnick & Layman 2011). This concept was rec-

ognized by Darwin (1859) and first formalized as part of the

niche variation hypothesis, which postulates that wider niches

at the population level (as a consequence of individual special-

ization) would result in greater morphological variation (Van

Valen 1965) and larger populations (Roughgarden 1972), a

hypothesis that has generally been supported (Bolnick et al.

2007). Despite this, many ecological studies treat individuals

within a population as homogenous and unvarying, in the face

of increasing evidence to the contrary (Bolnick et al. 2002,

2003; Layman, Newsome &Crawford 2015). While measuring

species’ niches can be challenging (Colwell & Fuentes 1975;

Futuyma &Moreno 1988; Devictor et al. 2010), the increased

realization that individual specialization is widespread means

it is an important attribute to try to understand and quantify.

Quantifying the degree of specialization, beyond a

dichotomous specialist/generalist label using objective crite-

ria, has only recently been operationalized (Bolnick et al.

2002; Matich, Heithaus & Layman 2011). Within any popu-

lation, there will be some degree of specialization, where

some individuals exploit different resources along an axis or

axes of their niche space (Roughgarden 1974; Ara�ujo et al.

2007; Newsome et al. 2007; Ara�ujo, Bolnick & Layman

2011). To move beyond ‘specialization in the eye of the

beholder’ (Futuyma & Moreno 1988) and classifications that

are largely dependent on the niche axes that are studied (e.g.

prey composition, prey size, habitat temperature; Bolnick

et al. 2002), we need robust, transferable metrics to quantify

this important ecological attribute.

Individual specialization is most often measured in the diets

of individuals, but can reflect any sort of resource use (Bolnick

et al. 2002), and typically concerns the realized niche (Chase &

Leibold 2003). This is done by partitioning a population’s

niche into two components: a within-individual component

(variance in resource use within individuals, WIC) and a

between-individual component (variance in resource use

among individuals, BIC). Together,WIC andBICmeasures of

variance are the total niche width (TNW) of a population
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(Roughgarden 1972, 1974). The degree of specialization can be

measured as the proportion of TNWexpressed byWIC (WIC/

TNW;Bolnick et al. 2002), or as the ratio of BIC/WIC as a rel-

ative index of specialization (RIS; Matich, Heithaus &

Layman 2011).

Variation in stable isotopes of carbon (d13C) and nitrogen

(d15N) values in animal tissues has been used frequently to

measure specialization (Fry, Joern & Parker 1978; Gu,

Schelske & Hoyer 1997; Bearhop et al. 2004; Matthews &

Mazumder 2004). Because stable-isotope values of body tis-

sues reflect nutrients assimilated over many feeding events,

they integrate morphological, physiological and behavioural

specialization (Futuyma & Moreno 1988). There are, how-

ever, several caveats to the use of stable isotopes to measure

individual specialization (Matthews & Mazumder 2004;

Ara�ujo, Bolnick & Layman 2011). First, variation in prey

stable-isotope values can affect the classification of con-

sumer populations as generalists or specialists because lim-

ited variance in isotope values across different prey groups

may mask individual specialization (Matthews & Mazumder

2004), though simulation exercises can overcome this prob-

lem (Ara�ujo et al. 2007). Secondly, the use of models like

IndSpec (Bolnick et al. 2002) and RInSp (Zaccarelli, Bol-

nick & Mancinelli 2013) generally requires the diet of indi-

viduals to be measured as proportional contributions of

different sources (e.g. per cent biomass or per cent fre-

quency of occurrence from gut contents). To derive these

proportions from stable-isotope data, all possible prey

sources must also be analysed and the data included in mix-

ing models (e.g. Parnell et al. 2010, 2013). These models

require diet–tissue discrimination factors (the change in iso-

tope values between prey and consumer) that can vary

depending on the tissue, diet, age and species of the individ-

ual, and are only meaningful if possible prey sources are

isotopically distinct (Caut, Angulo & Courchamp 2009;

Bond & Diamond 2011). Thirdly, the relative number of

individuals that exhibit specialist behaviour may dispropor-

tionately influence the overall specialization index of the

population. If the majority of individuals in a population

are generalists, detecting specialization may prove challeng-

ing (Poisot et al. 2012). Finally, the recent promising devel-

opment of exploiting differential tissue isotopic turnover

rates to determine RIS (Matich, Heithaus & Layman 2011)

may also be sensitive to the relative difference in turnover

rates among the tissues selected (Boecklen et al. 2011). It is

also important to note the difference between dietary and

isotopic specialization. Individuals feeding on the same prey

resources may differ isotopically, while those with similar

stable-isotope values may differ in their diet (Bond & Jones

2009; Karnovsky, Hobson & Iverson 2012). The link

between the measured stable-isotope values and ecology of

the species and individuals must be considered.

To date, the relative sensitivity of specialization metrics to

the above confounding factors has never been evaluated (Mat-

thews & Mazumder 2004). Our objective was to critically

examine the role of isotopic variance among prey types, diet–
tissue isotopic discrimination values, number of specialist indi-

viduals in a population, number of specialist subpopulations

and tissue turnover rates in quantifying individual specializa-

tion.We did this by simulating data for generalists and special-

ists under two- and three-prey source scenarios to evaluate the

utility and transferability of recently reported specialization

indices using multi-tissue isotope models (Matich, Heithaus &

Layman 2011). We then considered how the confounding fac-

tors listed above might influence the interpretation of WIC,

BIC and RIS by calculating these indices in two case studies:

freshwater fish from tropical Australia, andmarine birds in the

CanadianArctic.

Materials andmethods

SIMULATIONS

We defined ‘generalists’ as a population of individuals exploiting the

same resources in similar proportions and ‘specialists’ as a population

of individuals who differ from each other in their resource use. Under

these definitions, a population that relies on one or a few resources, but

where individuals do not differ in their resource use, is equivalent to a

generalist population (Bolnick et al. 2003; Bearhop et al. 2004). We

assumed that prey items were at isotopic equilibrium, a common

assumption when using stable-isotope values to infer diet (Boecklen

et al. 2011;Hopkins III &Ferguson 2012).

Our starting conditions consisted of a generalist population of 20

individuals that exploited two food sources equally (50%), and a spe-

cialist population comprised of two groups of 10 individuals: one that

Fig. 1. Aconceptual diagram showing the simulation of two-source specializationmodels for two subpopulations.
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exploited one food source 95% of the time and another source 5% of

the time (Subpop1, Fig. 1) and the other in the opposite proportions

(5%and 95%, Subpop2, Fig. 1). The two food sources had d13C values

of –10�0 � 1�0& and –30�0 � 1�0&, and two tissues were sampled

from each consumer, one with a half-life of 5 days typical of ametabol-

ically active tissue such as liver and the other with a longer half-life of

100 days commonly observed in cartilaginous and calcareous tissues

(Boecklen et al. 2011). We did not consider more complex aspects of

physiology, such as isotopic routing or concentration-dependent mod-

els (Voigt et al. 2008; Boecklen et al. 2011).

We modelled BIC and WIC and calculated WIC/TNW and RIS

(Matich, Heithaus & Layman 2011) for the generalists and specialists

and determined the effect of (i) differences in the isotope values of food

sources, (ii) differences in isotopic diet–tissue discrimination factors,

(iii) differences in the size of specialist groups, (iv) the number of spe-

cialist groups and (v) differences in tissue elemental turnover rates. In

all simulations, we used a dynamic exponential decay model where 20

individuals were iterated over 1500 time steps to simulate repeated sam-

pling. Consumer populations’ initial isotope value was set at the mean

of the sources weighted for their proportional use, and at each time

step, they consumed one of the resources with a predefined probability.

We discarded the first 500 iterations, which represented the maximum

time to obtain isotopic equilibrium [calculated as five times the longest

tissue isotopic half-life (t½)], and used means from the remaining 1000

iterations (Fig. 1).

We then extended this model to include three possible isotopic

sources: –10�0 � 1�0&, –20�0 � 1�0& and –30�0 � 1�0& with vary-

ing dietary combinations. In these cases, generalists consumed 33�33%
from each source, and specialists consumed either 90% of one source

and 5% of each of the other two (Specialist A; Table 1) or 45% from

two sources, with 10% from the remaining source (Specialist B;

Table 1, Fig. S1, Supporting Information). We included this three-

source systembecause individuals specializing on a prey of intermediate

isotopic value (e.g. �20&) would be similar to those consuming equal

parts of prey with extreme isotopic values (e.g. �10& and �30&)

(Matthews&Mazumder 2004).

At each time step, we estimated WIC and BIC based on analysis of

variance (ANOVA) outputs where stable-isotope values were a function

of ‘tissue’, and ‘individual’ was included as a random factor. BIC is the

mean sum of squares of the ‘individual’ factor, andWIC is the residual

mean sumof squares (Matich, Heithaus &Layman 2011).We then cal-

culated WIC/TNW (where TNW = WIC + BIC) and RIS (where

RIS = BIC/WIC). All analyses were conducted in R 3.1.3 (R Core

Team 2015).

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

To test how the difference in prey isotope values affected specialization

indices, we used the conditions described above and performed 80

iterations, adjusting source isotope values by �0�25& at each step

starting at –10�0& and –30�00& and ending at –15�0& and –15�25&,

respectively. This allowed us to examine howpure specialists and gener-

alists vary in WIC, BIC and TNW across the range of source values

commonly observed in natural systems (Matthews &Mazumder 2004;

Fry 2006). We used a single-isotope approach, calculating specializa-

tion using one isotope (e.g. d13C), following Matich, Heithaus &

Layman (2011).

We modelled the effect of diet–tissue discrimination factors, again

starting with the initial conditions detailed above, and performing 30

iterations, each one increasing the difference in discrimination factors

between the two tissues in increments of 0�2& to a maximum of 6�0&
that represents the natural range of values observed across species and

tissues (Post 2002; Caut, Angulo & Courchamp 2009). Based on the

results (see below), we only considered a two-source system.

We tested the effects of specialist group size by startingwith the origi-

nal conditions of the specialist population with an even split between

the two groups [10 individuals specializing on one food source (Sub-

pop1) and 10 specializing on another (Subpop2)]. We then varied the

number of individuals belonging to Subpop1 and Subpop2 until we

had every combination from 1 to 19 individuals in each group. We

examined the effect of the number of subpopulations by simulating the

effect of varying source differences on populations with 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

specialist subpopulations using the two-source model, with subpopula-

tions distributed evenly across the resource gradient (e.g. for four sub-

populations, the proportions of one source were 5%, 33%, 66%, and

95%). We also performed similar analyses using simulated propor-

tional data (i.e. output from stable-isotope mixing models) for popula-

tions with 2 and 10 specialist subpopulations and found identical

results.

To assess the effect of differences in tissue half-lives on specialization

indices, we simulated a similar data set by starting with two tissues

where t½ = 2 and 200 days. These represent extreme values observed in

laboratory diet-switch studies for fast (avian blood plasma) and slow

(adult fish blood cells) turnover tissues (Boecklen et al. 2011). We then

adjusted the t½ by �0�5 days at each step, ending when t½ = 100 and

101 days (199 iterations).

Tomodel the responses of specialists using three sources, we used the

same parameterization as in the two-source modelling, but ran three

different groupings for Specialist A (A1, A2, A3) and three for Special-

ist B (B1, B2, B3; Table 1). When modelling the effect of the difference

among sources, we calculated the source difference as the difference

between the two extreme sources; the middle source remained

unchanged.

We used two case studies to evaluate how specialization indices

might vary among co-habiting species and some of the caveats associ-

ated with their interpretation. We chose these case studies because they

differ considerably in taxonomy and climate, food sources in these sys-

tems are well-characterized (Hobson et al. 2002; Hobson & Bond

Table 1. Model inputs of dietary source proportions for two subpopulations of specialists consuming three isotopically distinct sources

Specialist

group

Subpopulation 1 Subpopulation 2

Source 1 (–10&) Source 2 (–20&) Source 3 (–30&) Source 1 (–10&) Source 2 (–20&) Source 3 (–30&)

A1 90 5 5 5 90 5

A2 90 5 5 5 5 90

A3 5 90 5 5 5 90

B1 10 45 45 45 10 45

B2 10 45 45 45 45 10

B3 45 10 45 45 45 10
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2012; Jardine et al. 2012), and multiple tissues were sampled from each

of three species, allowing for calculation of specialization indices

according to Matich, Heithaus & Layman (2011). They are therefore

illustrative of how these indices might be compared within and among

systems.

CASE STUDY 1: AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER FISH

The Mitchell River in northern Queensland, Australia, is a productive

floodplain river with multiple habitats available for foraging by fishes.

Fish in this system have access to both dry and wet season food source

pathways, ranging from 13C-depleted riverine insects that feed on

plankton and periphyton to 13C-enriched marine prey, with seasonally

available floodplain resources (a mix of aquatic, semi-aquatic and ter-

restrial insects, crustaceans andmolluscs) having intermediate d13C val-

ues (Jardine et al. 2012). Specialization in this instance is therefore

largely driven by habitat specialization. We used stable-isotope data

from muscle, and liver, from barramundi (Lates calcarifer, n = 9), cat-

fish (Neoarius graeffei, n = 9) and gizzard shad (Nematalosa come,

n = 9) to test for individual dietary specialization using both the

original isotope data (d13C) and source-proportion data from a linear

mixing model. For simplicity, this latter model used the two extreme

end-members in this system, riverine prey (d13C = �27�4&) and mar-

ine prey (d13C = �17�1&), to calculate a proportion freshwater diet

for each tissue in each individual.

CASE STUDY 2: ARCTIC MARINE BIRDS

The Northwater Polynya in Canada’s Arctic supports millions of

breeding seabirds and is the most productive polynya or seasonally ice-

free body of water (Hobson et al. 2002). We studied specialization in

three seabirds: planktivorous dovekies (Alle alle, n = 9), and piscivo-

rous thick-billed murres (Uria lomvia, n = 10) and black-legged kitti-

wakes (Rissa tridactyla, n = 11) using isotope data from bone collagen,

muscle and liver (Hobson & Bond 2012). Because we lacked

comprehensive prey data from this system, we did not attempt to calcu-

late source proportions using the isotope data and instead calculated

metrics using the raw data only. For all species in both case studies,

data frommultiple tissues were sampled from the same individual using

amultivariate approach (Matich,Heithaus &Layman 2011).

Results

SIMULATIONS

Differences in the d13C value of prey sources affected special-

ization indices of specialists but not generalists. The former

had RIS values >50 while the latter remained c. 1 regardless of

source differences, andWIC/TNWwas essentially 0 in special-

ists and around 0�5 for generalists. Difficulty separating spe-

cialists and generalists using WIC/TNW and RIS arose only

when d13C differences between sources were <1�0& (Fig. 2).

Above source differences of 5�0&, specialists approached an

asymptote for WIC/TNW of ~0 and for RIS of 50–100, while
TNW exhibited an exponential increase that was driven by

increases in BIC. In most three-source simulations (A1, B1,

B2, A3, B3), specialists and generalists could also be separated

on the basis of WIC/TNW and RIS when d13C differences

were >1�0&. However, when extreme values had the greatest

probability of selection (A2), there was no difference in the

RIS of specialists and generalist (Fig. S2).

Changing the diet–tissue discrimination factors between the

two tissues did not change the specialization parameters. Spe-

cialists’ RIS ranged from 129 to 150 (Fig. 3), while that of gen-

eralists ranged from only 1�04 to 1�10.
The size of specialist groups had little effect on the RIS of

the populations. With even one specialist in 20 individuals, the

RIS was markedly higher than generalist populations in every

Fig. 2. Specialization indices for two-source simulations of specialist (red) and generalist (black) populations showing the effect of altering the differ-

ence between the source isotope values.
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simulation, except A2 and B2 (Figs 4 and S3). In these cases

where WIC/TNW and RIS could not distinguish between spe-

cialists and generalists (A2 and B2), a secondary analysis using

frequency distributions of consumer isotope values was able to

separate the two. Specialist populations exhibiting these source

combinations have bimodal rather than unimodal distribu-

tions (Fig. S4).

Unlike the limited effect of the size of specialist groups, the

number of subpopulations drastically affected the RIS at any

given point along the scale of source differences. In general, the

RIS decreased (a result of a small increase in WIC, but large

decrease in BIC) with an increasing number of specialist sub-

populations (Fig. 5). While the RIS remained high when there

were two subpopulations (1�73–147�02), for four subpopula-
tions and above, RIS declined to 1�35–23�06, approaching but
never equalling values for generalists (Fig. 5).

Similar to results for the evaluation of source differences,

varying the difference in half-lives of two tissues changed

Fig. 3. Specialization indices for two-source simulations of specialist (red) and generalist (black) populations showing the effect of altering the differ-

ence in diet–tissue discrimination factors between two tissues.

Fig. 4. Specialization indices for two-source simulations of specialist (red) populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist

subpopulations.
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specialists’ RIS, but not that of generalists. Populations of spe-

cialists were also always distinguishable from populations

of generalists when using WIC/TNW and RIS (Fig. 6).

The same pattern emerged for most three-source models

(A1, B1, A3, B3), the exception being A2 and B2, in

which the extreme endpoints had the greatest probability

of being sampled (Table 1) resulting in a lower BIC and

an RIS indistinguishable between specialists and generalists

(Fig. S5), but these were also distinguishable based on his-

tograms.

AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER FISH

Within-individual components (WIC) for all three fish species

were low (<0�005 using mixing model outputs), and, driven by

low BIC, predatory barramundi had the lowest RIS of the

three species (2�47). Herbivorous gizzard shad and omnivorous

catfish had higher BIC and therefore higher RIS (6�46 and

11�60) than barramundi (Table 2). The estimates of RIS using

d13C values (range 2�47–8�94) were very similar to those

derived from source proportions (proportion of freshwater

carbon) (Table 2).

ARCTIC CANADIAN MARINE BIRDS

The three bird species exhibited much higher levels of individ-

ual specialization (RIS range: 19�43–56�36 for raw data) com-

pared with the Australian fish (Table 2). While the WIC was

similar (range: 0�26–0�31), the birds had much higher BIC

(6�06–14�93) compared with the Australian fish (Table 2).

Dovekies, which eat mostly zooplankton and small fish, had

the least amount of individual specialization (RIS: 19�43) and
piscivorous black-legged kittiwakes the highest (RIS: 56�36)
which rivalled that of our simulated specialists.

Discussion

In general, we found that dietary specialization indices (WIC/

TNW and RIS) calculated from multi-tissue isotope data are

robust to known confounding factors such as the range in

source isotope ratios and differences in tissue turnover rates. In

all cases, true generalists, those feeding equally on a suite of

resources, always had a WIC/TNW around 0�5 and an RIS

around 1�0.We note that ourWIC/TNW values deviate some-

what from those conceptualized previously (Bolnick et al.

2003), where this metric ranges from 0 to 1 depending on the

underlying distribution of values. Our simulated generalists

had values comparable to a scenariowith two populations hav-

ing only partially overlapping resource use (scenario ‘B’ in

Fig. 2 from Bolnick et al. 2003). In our simulations, any

degree of individual specialization within the population (in-

cluding as little as 1/20 individuals) resulted in a decrease in

WIC/TNW and an increase in RIS, approximating two popu-

lations with vastly divergent diets (scenario ‘C’ in Fig. 2 from

Bolnick et al. 2003). Differences in source isotope values and

tissue half-lives also drove changes in these indices,

Fig. 5. The effect of the number of subpopu-

lations (dark blue: 2, orange: 4, purple: 6,

green: 8, red: 10, black: generalists) on RIS

values from two-source simulations altering

the difference between isotopic sources.
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approaching asymptotes above a source difference of 5–10&
and a half-life difference of 10–50 days. These thresholds there-

fore establish the minimum criteria under which one-time,

multi-tissue sampling of consumers will allow meaningful

quantification of dietary specialization (Bolnick et al. 2002,

2003;Matich, Heithaus &Layman 2011).

An important assumption is that prey are in isotopic equilib-

rium (i.e. the stable-isotope values in tissues of predators reflect

the time-integrated average of the local environment) (Wood-

land et al. 2012). When this is not the case (e.g. for environ-

ments with seasonally or spatially variable source isotope

values such as flowing waters; Woodland et al. 2012; Jardine

et al. 2014), the degree of dietary specialization may be overes-

timated, as it will appear that individuals have a broader range

of stable-isotope values in the fast-turnover tissues being com-

pared. Complementing isotope analyses with stomach content

analyses can help mitigate this challenge by providing

additional evidence that organisms are consuming different

prey types, rather than simply tracking isotopic variability in

space and time

An important feature of the multi-isotope approach is that a

generalist will never exhibit low WIC/TNW or high RIS. This

means that ‘false positives’ of specialization are less of a con-

cern. However, while we demonstrated that the WIC/TNW

and RIS consistently separate generalists and specialists using

themulti-tissue isotope approach, there were exceptions. Simu-

lations where two specialist subpopulations converged on the

same mid-point (groups A2 and B2) were indistinguishable

from generalist populations using RIS therefore representing a

‘false negative’. These two groups can be separated simply by

examining the modality of the consumers’ isotope values or

source-proportion estimates. But the advantage of an indexing

method is moving beyond describing the simple presence of

specialization (which is likely ubiquitous to some extent), to

describing the degree of specialization. As the number of spe-

cialist groups within a subpopulation increases, the distribu-

tion will tend towards unimodality, as in Matthews &

Mazumder’s (2004) ‘random generalists, large range’ and ‘indi-

vidual specialists, small range’ example.

The number of specialist subpopulations affected themagni-

tude of RIS, and in all cases, it was greater than generalists’

RIS over a wide range of isotopic source differences with the

exception of very small differences (<1–2&; Fig. 5). The

asymptotic RIS differed depending on the number of subpopu-

lations, decreasing with an increasing number of specialist

groups. This is expected, and generalist populations (which

could alternatively be described as a very large number of small

specialist populations) reach anRIS asymptote near 1.

Using stable-isotope values to examine dietary specializa-

tion, as opposed to gut content analysis, is advantageous

Fig. 6. Specialization indices for two-source simulations of specialist (red) and generalist (black) populations showing the effect of altering the tissue

half-lives.

Table 2. Dietary specialization indices for Australian freshwater fish,

and Canadian Arctic marine birds based onmultiple tissue isotope val-

ues and on estimated source proportions (freshwater fish only)

Species

Isotope values Proportion estimates

WIC BIC RIS WIC BIC RIS

Lates calcarifer 0�20 0�50 2�47 0�002 0�005 2�47
Nematalosa come 0�45 2�84 6�31 0�004 0�027 6�46
Neoarius graeffei 0�27 2�37 8�94 0�002 0�021 11�60
Alle alle 0�31 6�06 19�43 – – –
Rissa tridactyla 0�26 14�93 56�36 – – –
Uria lomvia 0�28 12�23 43�62 – – –

WIC, within-individual component; BIC, between-individual compo-

nent; RIS, relative index of specialization.
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because the former indicate assimilated nutrients, and they

integrate morphology, physiology and behaviour (Bolnick

et al. 2007). Further, if isotope values vary spatially in a pre-

dictable way, they may capture habitat specialization that

might not be evident based on gut contents because prey items

may be common to multiple habitats. Previous applications of

stable-isotope data tomeasure dietary specialization compared

calculated WIC/TNW to null-model-derived estimates (Mat-

thews & Mazumder 2004; Ara�ujo et al. 2007) or used isotope

values to calculate proportional contributions to diet (Matich,

Heithaus & Layman 2011). The diet–tissue discrimination fac-

tors required in such calculations introduce both statistical

error (through their inherent uncertainty and quantified as the

SD) and possibly decrease accuracy of the resulting niche axis

measurements (Bond&Diamond 2011).

Stable-isotope values can also indicate aspects of individ-

ual habitat specialization, as they vary spatially at several

scales in marine, freshwater and terrestrial systems (Hobson,

Piatt & Pitocchelli 1994; Hobson et al. 2012a, b; McMa-

hon, Hamady & Thorrold 2013). Sampling multiple tissues

could therefore provide some indication of habitat special-

ization at the individual level at a variety of spatial and

temporal scales (Quillfeldt et al. 2008). Consumers foraging

on the same resource over different habitats (e.g. littoral

and pelagic zones in lakes) would show greater isotopic

variance (Post 2002). Similarly, prey isotope values that

vary considerably over time (e.g. plankton in freshwater

lakes; Zohary et al. 1994) will increase the variance of iso-

tope values in predators. By using relative measures, the

RIS should be robust to temporal variation.

In our case studies, within ecosystems, the relative ranking

of specialization of the three species was the same regardless of

whether the raw isotope data were used to calculate WIC/

TNWandRIS or whethermixingmodels were first used to cal-

culate source proportions (Parnell et al. 2010). By either mea-

sure, barramundi in Australia and dovekies in the Northwater

Polynya were the least specialized species relative to their con-

specifics. In the case of barramundi, their low RIS of 2�47 was
near that of our simulated generalists (RIS � 1). The distribu-

tion of data for barramundi was normal (Shapiro–Wilk:

P = 0�802) so the low RIS was not due to a bimodal distribu-

tion that can artificially depress RIS (Fig. S4), suggesting that

specialization is indeed low in this species. At the other

extreme, both catfish and black-legged kittiwakes had high

RIS values, the latter having values that rivalled those of our

simulated specialists. We note, however, that even our most

specialized fish species had a low RIS relative to bull sharks in

a system with similar isotopic characteristics (Matich, Hei-

thaus & Layman 2011), and all of our fishes had relatively low

BIC, suggesting limited among-individual variation in diet.

The euryhaline fish species gizzard shad had the highest BIC

and highest WIC because their populations can disperse into

distinct habitats where they likely forage before converging on

common spawning grounds.

Other factors such as trophic position could explain varia-

tion in specialization. Higher trophic level organisms may

exhibit reduced specialization because they can channel two

dominant but distinct energy pathways such as algal and

detrital sources or couple two different habitats such as pela-

gic and littoral (Rooney et al. 2006; McCann 2011). A very

high WIC for tiger sharks (0�021), generated using source-

proportion data, led to a low RIS for this predator (Matich,

Heithaus & Layman 2011), comparable to our predatory

barramundi. However, another predator, the bull shark had

high BIC and low WIC, resulting in high RIS values suggest-

ing specialization (Matich, Heithaus & Layman 2011). This

disparity was also observed in our avian data. Planktivorous

dovekies had the lowest RIS of the three bird species, possi-

bly a function of the limited spatial variation in plankton

d13C in oceanic environments, while piscivorous murres were

highly specialized, with d13C ranging from –21�8 to –19�3&,

and very high BIC (range: 6�06–14�93), matching behavioural

observations of murre foraging (Woo et al. 2008; Elliott,

Woo & Gaston 2009). Black-legged Kittiwakes had the high-

est BIC of any species group (56�36), indicating a large

degree of specialization among individuals, again matching

behavioural observations (Irons 1998; McKnight et al. 2011;

Ceia & Ramos 2015).

Our measures of dietary specialization are based on the

stable-isotope values of consumers, which can vary by species,

sex, tissue, diet, location and many other factors (Bearhop

et al. 2002; Cherel & Hobson 2007; Codron et al. 2012). Fur-

thermore, individuals with different stable-isotope values in

the same tissue synthesized at the same time may have funda-

mentally different diets, and individuals with similar diets may

have different stable-isotope values, which are mediated by the

various factors listed above. It is therefore crucial to separate

the difference between inferences of diet measured using con-

ventional means and isotopic composition (Bond & Jones

2009; Karnovsky, Hobson& Iverson 2012).

Resource limitation could also promote specialization

because trophic efficiencies may drive niche partitioning

(Bolnick et al. 2003; Ara�ujo et al. 2007). As such, we might

expect productive tropical freshwaters (Davies, Bunn &

Hamilton 2008) and productive Arctic oceans (Sakshuag

2004) to contain organisms with generalist diets (Hobson,

Piatt & Pitocchelli 1994; Blanchette et al. 2014). However,

both our tropical fishes and Arctic birds had broad variation

in specialization, suggesting that variation among species

within ecosystems may be greater than specialization of eco-

logical communities across ecosystems. Regardless, the use

of multi-tissue analysis opens up possibilities for the testing

of numerous hypotheses proposed to control specialization

(Ara�ujo, Bolnick & Layman 2011). As with most applica-

tions of stable isotopes to trophic ecology, however, we urge

caution when interpreting results in systems with poorly

quantified variability in prey isotope values or population

substructure.

Conclusions

Measuring individual dietary specialization in populations can

be accomplished with stable-isotope values from two contrast-

ing tissues that differ in their isotopic turnover rate. Care must

© 2016 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2016 British Ecological Society, Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 7, 1428–1437
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be taken, however, when interpreting RIS values, as the distri-

bution of prey isotope datamay hide evidence of specialization

(as in our cases A2 and B2). Further research should focus on

comparisons of inert tissues (feathers, hair) or serial non-

destructive sampling of the same tissue (e.g. blood) over time,

and whether similar conclusions about dietary specialization

can be drawn.
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Figure S1a. A conceptual diagram showing the simulation of three-source specialization 

models for two subpopulations for scenarios A1, A2, and A3 (see Table 1) 

 

 

 Figure S1b. A conceptual diagram showing the simulation of three-source specialization 

models for two subpopulations for scenarios B1, B2, and B3 (see Table 1).  



 

Figure S2a. Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and generalist 

populations showing the effect of altering the difference between the source isotope 

values in scenario A1 (Table 1).



 

Figure S2a. Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and generalist 

populations showing the effect of altering the difference between the source isotope 

values in scenario A2 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S2c – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference between the source 

isotope values in scenario A3 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S2d – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference between the source 

isotope values in scenario B1 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S2e – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference between the source 

isotope values in scenario B2 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S2f – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference between the source 

isotope values in scenario B3 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S3a – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist groups in 

scenario A1 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S3b – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist groups in 

scenario A2 (Table 1). 

  



 

Figure S3c – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist groups in 

scenario A3 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S3d – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist groups in 

scenario B1 (Table 1). 



 

Figure S3e – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist groups in 

scenario B2 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S3f – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the size of specialist groups in 

scenario B3 (Table 1).  



Figure S4 – Consumer stable isotope values of two specialist groups (red) and a 

generalist (black) from scenario A2 simulated for 100 individuals. These two groups have 

similar WIC/TNW and RIS but can be distinguished by comparing frequency 

distributions of isotope values. 

 



 

Figure S5a – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference in tissue half-lives in 

scenario A1 (Table 1). 

  



 

Figure S5b – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference in tissue half-lives in 

scenario A2 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S5c – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference in tissue half-lives in 

scenario A3 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S5d – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference in tissue half-lives in 

scenario B1 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S5e – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference in tissue half-lives in 

scenario B2 (Table 1).  



 

Figure S5f – Specialization indices for three-source simulations of specialist and 

generalist populations showing the effect of altering the difference in tissue half-lives in 

scenario B3 (Table 1). 

 


